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ABSTRACT

OPTIMAL PULSE WIDTH PROGRAMMING

FOR PERMANENT VENTRICULAR PACEMAKERS

Andreana H. Siu, RN, D.N.S.

University of California, San Francisco, 1995

Optimal pulse width programming is important for maximizing

pacemaker battery longevity. The purpose of this prospective study was to

identify the optimal pulse width in patients with pacemakers. Thirty-seven

patients with Pacesetter Synchrony II/III or Paragon II pacemakers were

enrolled in the study. All patients had chronic pacing lead systems,

implanted at least six months prior to the study. The measurements were

performed during a routine pacemaker follow-up visit. Voltage thresholds

were obtained at eight different pulse widths ranging from 0.2 to 1.6 msec in

increments of 0.2 mSec. Data on pulse current, energy, lead impedance,

charge consumption and battery current drain were obtained through

telemetry. Data on battery current drain was normalized to a pacing rate of 60

pulse per minute (PPM). The same set of data was also obtained with the

pacemaker output programmed to a 100% voltage safety margin. Battery

current drain was chosen as the parameter to determine the optimal pulse

width. This data suggests that battery current drain is a function of pulse

width and the status of the voltage doubler circuitry. The optimal pulse
width for the majority of patients studied was 0.4 msec. For a subset of

patients, a pulse width of 0.8 msec identified through threshold testing was

more efficient. Recommendations for clinical practice include the following

simplified approach for establishing optimal pulse width: 1) determine

voltage threshold at 0.4 msec, 2) If the voltage threshold is s 1 volt or 22
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volts, program the output to twice the voltage threshold value at 0.4 msec, 3)

If the voltage is between 1.0 and 2.0 volts, recheck the voltage threshold at 0.8

msec and 4) program the final output at twice the voltage threshold at 0.8

msec. These recommendations will help to standardize clinical practice. In

addition, maximizing battery longevity will decrease the number of

reoperations necessary for generator replacement and thus minimizes the

risk of infection from surgery and medical cost.
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CHAPTER ONE: STUDY PROBLEMAND ITS SIGNIFICANCE

Introduction

Pacemaker technology has greatly improved during the past 30 years.

Advances in the areas of pacing modes, programmability and power sources

have led to more indications for pacing. In some instances, pacemakers are

implanted to prevent death. More often, however, they are implanted to

provide symptomatic relief and to improve the quality of life for patients

with various arrhythmias and heart diseases. The purpose of this chapter is

to review advances in pacemaker technology and to introduce issues related

to programming the pacemaker output.

Advances in Pacemaker Technology

Pacing modes. Even though the first pacemaker was invented in the

1920s, the first implantable transvenous pacemaker was introduced in

Sweden in 1958 and implanted in the United States in 1959 (Jeffrey, 1992,

Gillette & Griffin, 1986). It provided pacing for a single chamber, either the

atrium or ventricle, at a fixed rate. It was not until 1964 when demand

pacemakers were introduced that pacemakers were capable of sensing the

intrinsic electrical activity of the heart. This eliminated competition between

the pacemaker and the intrinsic heart rhythm. However, some patients with

ventricular demand pacemakers had retrograde conduction back to the

atrium after ventricular pacing. This retrograde conduction caused the

atrium to contract against the closed mitral and tricuspid valves. In these

cases, the patient would present with various symptoms including fatigue

and dizziness. This condition has been known as the "pacemaker syndrome".

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, various dual chambers pacemaker such as

atrio-ventricular (AV) sequential (DVI) and AV universal (DDD) pacemakers

became available. These dual chamber pacemakers allowed patients to
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maintain AV synchrony which improved cardiac output during pacing and

thus, decreased the incidence of "pacemaker syndrome".

Sensor driven systems for rate adaptive pacing were first introduced in

the 1980s for single chamber demand pacemakers (AAIR and VVIR). Rate

responsive dual chamber pacemakers were introduced in 1986 and finally

approved by the Food and Drug Administration in 1989. These pacemakers

varied the pacing rate in response to a physiologic variable other than sinus

node activity. Various sensors have been developed for these pacemakers.

Those sensors currently available in the United States include activity

(motion), and minute ventilation as measured by changes in transthoracic

impedance.

Programmability. The term "programmability" was first introduced in

1973 and it referred to the capacity to alter noninvasively an aspect of the

function of an implanted pacemaker. Prior to 1973, pacemakers were non

programmable. Earlier models were programmable in rate and output only.

The parameters that can be programmed in current pacemakers

include rate, output, sensitivity, refractory period, hysteresis, mode, and AV

delay. Output programming allows either the amplitude or the pulse width

to be changed. The amplitude is the voltage delivered by the pacemaker. The

pulse width is the duration that the current is applied to the myocardium.

The lower the amplitude or shorter the pulse width, the greater is the

longevity of the battery.

Power source. During the early years, mercury-zinc cells were used as

the power source for pacemakers. These pacemakers lasted about one to three

years. The average patient in the 1960s and early 1970s underwent pulse

generator replacement every 18 to 36 months. "The need for frequent

replacement not only increased the cost of pacing, but it also added
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significantly to morbidity, including wound and lead complications, and the

psychological burden of frequent clinic visits and rehospitalizations" (Hauser,

1986).

Since 1973, the lithium iodine battery has become the most commonly

used power source in the United States. Its longevity ranges from five to

thirteen years depending on the size of the battery and the programmed

output. With the reduction in the size of the current pacemaker generators,

the longevity is about five to eight years (Song, 1993).

Infl f P ker Technol he Patient Populati

During the first decade of cardiac pacing in the 1960s, most of the

patients who received a pacemaker had complete heart block or Stokes

Adams attacks. The average age of patients undergoing implantation of a

pacemaker was 72 years and less than 5 percent were under age 30 years.

Patients who underwent implantation of a pacemaker at that time had an

initially higher mortality rate than the general population (Furman et al,

1973). Once the demand pacemaker was introduced in 1964, the potential

indications for pacing broadened to include virtually every known

arrhythmia. Stoney et al (1977) reviewed the clinical course of patients who

had a pacemaker implanted between 1966 and 1975. When comparing the

patient characteristics of their first 100 patients with their last 100 patients, the

number of patients who had complete heart block as their indication for

pacing had decreased by 26%. The last 100 patients in their series also

included a new group of patients with sick sinus syndrome who accounted

for 31% of the total group. The number of patients with pacemakers

continues to increase at a rapid rate. By 1982, there were already

approximately 500,000 patients in the United States with implanted

pacemakers, with 118,000 new implants in 1981, representing a growth of 623
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percent since 1969 (Medina, 1985). According to the National Center for

Health Statistics, 113,000 pacemaker-related procedures were performed in

1992. These included new implants, generator replacements and lead
revisions.

With the development of dual chamber pacemakers and sensor driven

rate-adaptive pacemaker systems, pacemakers are no longer restricted to

patients with conduction system diseases and sinus node dysfunction. Since

the 1980s, there has been growing interest in studying the hemodynamic

benefits of these systems. The indications for pacing continue to expand.

Studies now have shown that patients with hypertrophic obstructive

cardiomyopathy and dilated cardiomyopathy can also improve their

hemodynamic status with dual chamber pacing (Hochleitner et al., 1990,

McDonald et al., 1988). Moreover, patients with symptomatic atrial fibrillation

who are refractory to medical therapy can benefit from AV conduction system

ablation and pacemaker implantation.

Pacemaker technology has also advanced considerably to accommodate

applications in children and infants. The number of pacemaker

implantations in children has greatly increased. Walsh et al (1988) has

implanted pacemakers in infants as young as 11 days. In reviewing their 21

year experience, they conclude that children with implanted pacemakers can

have a normal lifestyle, with prognosis based on their underlying cardiac

disease. With more patients undergoing pacemaker implantation at a

younger age, it becomes an important consideration to extend the battery

longevity and to decrease the frequency of generator replacement through

optimal programming of the output parameters.
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Statement of the Problem

In current clinical practice, the output parameters are generally

programmed according to the stimulation threshold values with a 100%

safety margin. The stimulation threshold is the smallest amount of electrical

energy that produces consistent capture or myocardial depolarization outside

the refractory period of the heart. Since it is not a static phenomenon, the

setting of a safety margin prevents loss of cardiac excitation due to normal

fluctuation of the stimulation threshold (Figure 1).

Optimal programming requires the practitioner to measure the

stimulation threshold and set an appropriate safety margin. However, in

current clinical practice, there is no standard way to measure the stimulation

threshold and there is also no consensus on how to set the safety margin.

The pacing output may be programmed to a suboptimal setting by some

practitioners due to a lack of specific guidelines for practice. The implications

are significant primarily because the pacemaker has a limited battery life. An

output setting that is energy inefficient can lead to early battery depletion.

Early battery depletion increases the frequency of generator replacements

which can increase the cost and the risk of complications. An inadequate

safety margin, on the other hand, can lead to the potential danger of losing
cardiac excitation.
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-

sendoid

Figure 1. Loss of ventricular capture leading to a 2.5 second asystolic episode.

This occurs when the stimulation threshold is higher than the programmed

output of the pacemaker.
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N iformi f M f Threshold

The stimulation threshold can be measured by one of four ways: a) At

a fixed pulse width, the voltage is gradually decreased to the point where

capture no longer occurs. The threshold value is the voltage value where

consistent capture last occurs. For example, if the pulse width is fixed at 0.4

msec, voltage is then decreased starting from 5 volts in increments of 0.5

volts. If loss of capture occurs at 2 volts, the voltage value where consistent

capture last occurs is 2.5 volts. The stimulation threshold is 2.5 volts at 0.4

msec. b) At a fixed pulse width, the voltage is gradually increased from a low

subthreshold value to the point where consistent capture occurs. Using the

previous example, the pulse width is programmed to 0.4 msec. The voltage is
now increased from 0.5 volts in increments of 0.5 volts until consistent

capture occurs. c) At a fixed voltage, the pulse width is gradually decreased to

the point where capture no longer occurs. The threshold value is the pulse

width value where consistent capture last occurs. For example, if the voltage

is fixed at 2.5 volts, pulse width is then decreased starting from 1 msec in

increments of 0.1 msec. If loss of capture occurs at 0.3 msec, the pulse width

value where consistent capture last occurs is 0.4 msec. The stimulation

threshold is 2.5 volts at 0.4 msec. d) At a fixed voltage, the pulse width is

gradually increased from a low subthreshold value to the point where

consistent capture occurs. Using the previous example, the voltage is still

programmed to 2.5 volts. The pulse width is now increased from 0.1 msec in

increments of 0.1 msec until consistent capture occurs.

Many practitioners measure the stimulation threshold manually using

one of the methods mentioned above. They program the pacemaker to the

testing values and observe the EKG for capture. If loss of capture is present,

they then repeat the test by reprogramming either the voltage or the pulse
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width depending on the method chosen. Nowadays, many modern

pacemaker programmers offer the feature of "autothreshold" to evaluate

stimulation threshold. These "autothreshold" features generally employ

either method a or c, that is, by decrementing either the voltage or the pulse

width. When the practitioner starts the "autothreshold" test by selecting that

option on the programmer screen, the pacemaker will automatically

decrement the output at a fixed interval, e.g. after every five beats, until the

practitioner ends the test due to loss of capture. The automatic test sequence

returns the system to its baseline output within one or two cycles of

terminating the test.

Stimulation thresholds that are measured by decrementing stimulus

voltage until loss of capture (method a and c) are usually 0.1 to 0.2 volts lower

than when the voltage is gradually increased from subthreshold until capture

is achieved (method b and d). This is known as the Wedensky effect. This

difference is usually of little clinical significance since most of the

programmable amplitude settings are in increments of 0.5 volts and this

difference is very small relative to chronic threshold values. This may be

more of a concern with new electrode designs which decreases chronic
threshold.

In current clinical practice, the method selected by the practitioner is

largely based on past experience or training. Levine (1993) has established a

guideline for routine pacemaker follow-up which suggests that the

"autothreshold" test be used when available. The autothreshold test used by

Levine decrements the voltage while holding the pulse width constant.

Levine, however, did not specify the pulse width value that should be held

constant. A practitioner can perform the test at 0.4 msec while another

practitioner may perform the same test at 0.8 msec. Furman et al (1989), on
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the other hand, suggested holding the voltage constant at 2.5 volts when

measuring the stimulation threshold. This is one example of the

inconsistent approaches used in performing the measurement. In current

practice, it is unclear how testing stimulation threshold using different pulse

widths affects the battery longevity. It would be helpful to establish a

guideline for determining threshold based on a parameter such as pulse

width with a value that is most energy efficient. Such a research-based

guideline would help to extend battery longevity, decrease patient cost, and

reduce complications related to generator replacement.

To accommodate for fluctuation in the stimulation threshold, the

pacing output is generally programmed to a 100% safety margin. In general,

this is done by doubling the voltage threshold. For example, if the threshold

is 0.4 msec at 2.5 volts, the output setting will be programmed to 0.4 msec and

5 volts. If the voltage value used for threshold measurement is set very high,

the final programmed voltage would be twice that value and it may not be

very energy efficient.

For some practitioners, the safety margin is obtained by tripling the

threshold pulse width. For example, if the threshold is 0.1 msec at 2.5 volts,

the output setting will be programmed to 0.3 msec at 2.5 volts. Tripling of the

pulse width will only yield a similar safety margin if the pulse width at

threshold is short. This is due to the hyperbolic nature of the strength

duration curve. At long pulse width, the curve is approaching the flat part

and it does not provide much change in the voltage threshold. There is again

no standardization in the programming of the output setting to achieve the

100% safety margin. It has been suggested that tripling a threshold pulse

duration greater than 0.2 msec may not provide an adequate stimulation
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safety margin (Ellenbogen, 1992). Levine (1993) recommends that the voltage

be doubled if the pulse width was 0.3 msec or longer. To date, there is no

consistent data showing the most optimal pulse duration to be programmed

that would be both safe and energy efficient. There is also no data to suggest

that tripling the pulse width setting yields less than a 100% safety margin.

Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of the study is to determine the optimal pulse

width for pacemaker output programming. The optimal pulse width is the

most energy efficient pulse width established at any given voltage.

One of the problems in evaluating research in this area is the

nonuniformity of measurements of stimulation threshold (Preston & Barold,

1977). There are different operational definitions of the concept "stimulation

threshold". It can be measured in terms of voltage, current, charge or energy

at a given pulse width. In this study, the strength duration curves of these

various variables will be plotted against the range of programmable pulse

widths. A secondary objective of this study is to determine which of these

four variables are most effective in determining the optimal pulse width.
Signifi f the Stud

Current pacemakers allow extensive programmability in voltage as

well as pulse width parameters. Instead of pacing every patient at a nominal

value, the clinician has the flexibility to program the pacemaker output

according to the patient's stimulation threshold with an adequate safety

margin. Programming the pacemaker output at the most energy efficient

pulse width can increase the battery longevity. Klein & Knake (1990) found

that by decreasing the pacing amplitude to 2.7 volts or the pulse width to 0.3

msec from the nominal value (amplitude of 5.4 volts and pulse width of 0.61

msec), the battery longevity could be extended in many patients. After 65
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months of follow-up, instead of an expected cell voltage of 2.6 volts and a cell

impedance of 10 KOhms based on nominal program conditions, the mean

telemetered cell voltage was 2.78 volts and 1.4 KOhms. This corresponded to

a battery age of 12 to 15 months at nominal program conditions, a 75%

reduction in battery age.

Levine (1993) examined the change in battery current drain at various

pulse amplitudes. The only parameter that he varied was the pulse

amplitude. He showed that the battery current drain increased from 19

microamperes to 26 microamperes when the pulse amplitude was increased

from 2.5 volts to 4 volts in a Pacesetter pacemaker. Similarly, he showed an

increase of 10.8 microamperes in battery current drain when the pulse

amplitude was increased from 2.5 volts to 3.3 volts in a Medtronic pacemaker.

Most of the pacemaker manufacturers ship their pacemakers with a

nominal pulse width between 0.4 to 0.6 msec. This is based on Irnich's

mathematical model (1980) showing that chronaxie is the point of the lowest

energy threshold. Chronaxie is the threshold pulse duration at twice the

rheobase voltage and rheobase is the lowest stimulation voltage at any pulse

duration. The chronaxie point in most pacing systems is commonly between

0.4 to 0.6 msec (Levine, 1993). This study will determine whether the most

energy efficient pulse width is the preset value of 0.4 to 0.6 msec.

Extending the battery longevity also has significant clinical

implications. The most significant implication is the reduction in

complications and medical cost resulting from pacemaker generator

replacement. However, there is no consistent approach to optimize

pacemaker output programming. The classic study by Furman was done

prior to the introduction of lithium batteries. External pacemakers and

pacemaker system analysers (PSA) were generally used in previous research
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studies to determine the thresholds. There is limited information on how

these previous research data are applicable to modern pacemaker using

lithium batteries. This study will provide additional insights that are

currently not available in the literature.

In addition to the clinical significance, this study will also provide

guidelines for advanced nursing practice based on scientific research. Many

advanced practice nurses play an important role in the management and care

of patients with pacemakers. As pacemaker technology advances, the role

and responsibilities for nurses will continue to expand. Nurses must be

prepared to meet these challenges.
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CHAPTER Two: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE
REVIEW

Theoretical Framework

Cardiac Muscle Cells

In the living cell, intracellular and extracellular ion concentrations
contribute to normal cell function. Differences in ionic concentrations across

the cell membrane are maintained by cellular transport mechanisms. The

concentration of sodium is typically greater outside the cell membrane while

the concentration of potassium is greater inside. The concentration gradient

is maintained by the sodium/potassium pump and the relative

impermeability of the membrane to sodium at rest. This generates a voltage

difference between the interior and the exterior of the cell which is described

as the resting potential difference. In cardiac muscle cells, the resting

potential difference is approximately 90 millivolts (mV).

Excitation of a cardiac muscle cell is initiated when the permeability of

the membrane with respect to sodium is increased. The influx of sodium

ions moves the resting membrane potential to a positive direction. This

results in cell membrane depolarization and contraction which is initiated in

the cardiac muscle cell. This can be accomplished through the propagation of

the cardiac impulse or by the application of an external electrical stimulus.

When the membrane potential has been depolarized by approximately 30 mV

(to -60 mV), the influx of sodium ions into the cell increases and spontaneous

depolarization occurs. At this phase, the process cannot be terminated and it

is called the threshold potential.
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Pacemaker Cells

Unlike the cardiac muscle cell which remains in a stable negative

membrane potential until excited, pacemaker cells in the sinoatrial node,

atria, atrio-ventricular (AV) node and the ventricle have the property of

automaticity. While the cell is at rest, there is a slow inward leakage of

sodium and calcium ions. This process gradually lowers the potential

difference across the membrane and spontaneous depolarization of the

membrane occurs when a threshold potential is reached. In order to

propagate a cardiac impulse, only one cell is needed to initiate depolarization.
Cardiac conduction occurs via the flow of ionic currents from cell to cell.

A pacemaker device stimulates the heart by the application of an

external electrical stimulus. For example, the pacemaker lead for a

ventricular pacemaker is typically inserted into the right ventricular apex. A

pulse of electrical current is passed between the cathode and the anode of the

electrode. If the strength of the pulse is greater than the stimulation

threshold, local depolarization can propagate through all excitable fibers in
the heart.

At the cellular level, an electric field is generated between the cathode

and the anode of a pacemaker system during electrostimulation. At rest,

there are proteins bound in the cell membrane which prevent the diffusion

of sodium into the cell. Irnich (1990) postulated that these membrane-bound

proteins are not neutral electrically but either ionized or polarized. Any force

in an electrolytic environment can be explained by either an electric field or

by a diffusion gradient. Electrostimulation is defined as the application of an

exogenic field to an excitable tissue so that a change in permeability with

respect to sodium occurs resulting in continuing excitation (Irnich, 1990).
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During electrostimulation, a current is passed between the cathode and the

anode and a current loop is formed. The flow of this current determines the

grade of depolarization. Higher current, i.e., heavier electron flow, leads to

higher depolarization which results in the lowering of the potential

difference between the inside and outside of the cell membrane. Changing

the cell's membrane potential leads to a change in passive sodium flow.
Stimulation Threshold

Stimulation threshold is a clinical phenomenon measured by the

clinician during pacemaker implant and follow-up. It is different from the

threshold value measured by the electrophysiologist involved in basic

research. As described by Meibom (1976), the electrophysiologist can define

the stimulation threshold by the amount of millivolt in which the

myocardial cell's membrane potential is to be depolarized in order to make

the continuous process run. Alternatively, he can also define the stimulation

threshold by the membrane potential needed by the cell to increase the
sodium conductance to the level of self-acceleration where it cannot be

stopped. These values are exact and can be measured intracellularly by

microelectrodes. Contrary to this, the stimulation threshold value measured

by the clinician is more diffuse and poorly defined. The precision of the

threshold measurement is often limited by the range of programmable

voltages and pulse widths.

O ional Definiti

Stimulation threshold is the minimum stimulus required to reliably

initiate a propagated depolarizing wavefront from an electrode (Ellenbogen,

1992). It can be measured in terms of voltage threshold, current threshold,

charge threshold or energy threshold. It varies as a function of the impulse

duration and the direction of this variation is dependent on the parameter
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measured. This relationship between the stimulus and the impulse duration

defines the strength-duration curve.

If the threshold voltages are plotted against the pulse width, the

strength duration curve takes the shape of a hyperbola. A typical strength

duration curve (Fig. 2) shows that increasing the pulse width beyond 1 msec

does little to improve the voltage threshold. On the other hand, a small

change in pulse width is associated with a significant change in voltage

threshold at short pulse durations. The curve represents the threshold

values. Capture will occur if we take any point on that curve and program

the output settings according to the (x,y) value of that particular point.

10 a

Voltage
(Volts)

T T T.

O.5 1 1.5 2

Pulse Width (msec)

Figure 2. Strength duration curve

Voltage threshold. The voltage threshold is the minimum voltage

required at a given pulse width to reliably initiate a propagated depolarizing

wavefront from an electrode. Voltage is analogous to water pressure that

regulates the water flow. It is the "electrical pressure" that causes the current

to flow. The threshold is governed by Ohm's Law which states that voltage
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(V) is equal to current (I) times resistance (R): V=IR. If resistance increases,

voltage must be increased to maintain the same current flow.

In the medical literature, "impedance" is often used interchangeably

with resistance even though they are not the same in engineering terms. In

pacing, the total impedance includes both the resistance along the lead and

the resistance in the myocardium. The resistance in the myocardium is a

combination of pure tissue resistance and polarization impedance. When an

electrical current (electron flow) is applied to the myocardium, a double-layer

of oppositely charged particles will accumulate at the electrode-tissue

interface. This accumulation impedes further movement of charge in the

myocardium resulting in an increased requirement for voltage. At the

beginning of the pacing pulse, the polarization impedance is zero. It increases

with time as the oppositely charged particles accumulate at the electrode

tissue interface. At the end of the pacing pulse, the charged layers will

dissolve into neutrality and the polarization impedance will decrease

exponentially. Polarization impedance is, therefore, directly related to the

duration of the pacing pulse.

Voltage threshold is commonly obtained during implantation of a

pacemaker, generator replacement and non-invasively during routine

pacemaker follow-up. It is a good indicator of lead position and integrity. For

example, in the case of a partial lead fracture, the lead impedance is increased.

Stimulation threshold testing often reveals a higher voltage threshold with

partial lead fracture. If the voltage is not large enough to maintain the

current flow in a pacemaker that delivers a constant voltage, the stimulus

will fail to excite the myocardium.

Current threshold. The current threshold is the minimum current

required at a given pulse width to produce consistent capture. It is useful in
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determining the integrity of the electrode-tissue interface and it reflects the

density of the current. Current density is the amount of current per unit

surface area of the electrode and it is the prime factor responsible for

successful stimulation. Current threshold and current density can be

expressed by the following relationship:

Current threshold = current density X surface area

Using a spherical electrode as an example, the surface area of a spherical
electrode is 4tr2 where r is the radius. As the distance between the electrode

and the excitable tissue increases, the new radius becomes (r-1-0) where 0 is the

distance between the electrode tip and the excitable tissue. Any factors that

increase the distance between the electrode tip and excitable tissue will
increase the current threshold.

Charge threshold. Charge threshold is a product of the current

threshold and the duration of the pacing pulse (charge = current X time).

Charge is "the quantity of electricity or of water that has flowed" (Furman et

al, 1989). It is the consumable component and its consumption is inversely

related to battery longevity. Although charge threshold is seldom calculated,

it is helpful in the design of low-output pulse generators with greater battery

longevity.

Energy threshold. Energy threshold gives the total picture of energy

requirement for depolarization. It is a product of voltage, current and pulse

duration at threshold (energy = voltage X current X time).

Rheobase. Rheobase is one of the two most important reference points

on the strength-duration curve. It is defined as the lowest threshold value at

an infinitely long pulse duration. Generally, this long pulse duration is

operationally defined as 2 msec.
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Chromaxie. Chronaxie is the second most important reference point on

the strength-duration curve. It is the pulse duration at which the threshold

intensity is twice that of the rheobase. According to Irnich's study (1980), the

chronaxie is the point of minimum energy consumption. Its value is

dependent on the stimulation mode, generator impedance, electrode

geometry and size, electrode material and implantation time.

F Affecting the Stimulation Threshold

The stimulation threshold can be influenced by various intrinsic and

extrinsic factors (Fig. 3). These include mechanical factors such as the

generator and the characteristics of the pacing lead and the electrode. The

lead-tissue interface and a variety of myocardial factors can also affect the
stimulation threshold. Each of these will be discussed.

lead-tissue interface
• distance
• edema
• fibrous cap myocardial factors

• physiological changes
• drugs
• electrolytes
• oxygenation
• acid-base balance

Generator
• output lead wire
• pulse width

• fractures
• diameters

electrode factors
• size
• shape
• material
• steroids

Fig. 3 Factors influencing stimulation threshold
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Mechanical Factors

Generator. From the above discussion on the strength-duration curve,

it is assumed that the threshold voltage will vary as a function of the pulse

width. The longer the pulse width, the less voltage or current is required to

excite the myocardium.

Electrode factors. Different electrode materials have been shown to

influence threshold. Carbon-tipped electrodes have lower stimulation

threshold than the platinum-tip electrodes (Thuesen et al., 1989). Current

density can also be affected by electrode size and surface structure. Since

current density is the amount of current per unit surface area of the electrode,

a smaller electrode will have higher electron concentration per unit surface

area or current density. As a result, the current threshold will be lower for

smaller electrodes (Smyth et al., 1976, Lindemans & Zimmerman, 1979,

Furman et al., 1968, Edhag et al., 1978). Hynes et al (1981), however, showed

that chronic voltage threshold was independent of electrode surface area and

geometry. The surface area of the electrodes in his study ranged from 8 mm.”
to 25mm2. Based on the data with electrodes presently available for clinical
use, Stokes et al (1991) also showed that there was no significant difference in

chronic pacing threshold as a function of electrode surface area. The

difference in these findings can be accounted for by the electrode designs. The

theoretical relationship between stimulation threshold and electrode surface

area was based on polished electrodes. The electrodes available for clinical

use today are porous or steroid-eluting electrodes and they both have lower

thresholds than the polished electrodes.

Lead-tissue Interface

Any factor that increases the distance between the electrode and
excitable tissue will increase the current threshold. Fibrotic or infarcted
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tissues are insensitive to stimulation. Therefore, fibrosis, infarct and lead

dislodgment can all increase the distance between the electrode and excitable
tissue. Fixation devices have also been used to secure the lead. These devices

may cause tissue trauma and increase the formation of fibrous tissue.

After implantation, the stimulation threshold increases due to

formation of a fibrous cap around the electrode tip and edema secondary to an

inflammatory response. This rise can be explained by the increase in distance

between the tip and the excitable tissue. As the edema subsides, the threshold

will decrease (Platia & Brinker, 1986, Starke, 1978, Luceri et al., 1977). It has

been suggested that the inflammatory response is a more important

contributor to the acute post implantation rise of stimulation threshold than

the formation of a fibrous capsule. Several studies have used steroid-tipped

leads to investigate this possibility. Steroids suppress the inflammatory

response leading to less fibrous connective tissue and mast cell formation

(Radovsky et al., 1988). Results from comparative studies using steroid-tipped

leads and non-steroid leads (Wish et al., 1990, Salel et al., 1989, Benditt et al,

1989, Radovsky et al., 1988, Mond et al., 1988) confirmed the hypothesis that the

inflammatory response is a major factor. The steroid-tipped leads are
associated with a lower acute rise of stimulation threshold than the non

steroid leads in each of the studies. Mond et al (1988) ruled out electrode

configuration as a contributor to the low threshold when they compared the

same electrode configuration with and without steroid. Studies on long

term stimulation threshold with steroid-eluting electrodes showed that the

stimulation threshold remained stable and low (Kruse & Terpstra, 1985,

Storjanov et al., 1992, ) and this was true even with active fixation leads

(Anderson et al., 1991).

ºutc.
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Physiological changes. The effect of physiological changes such as sleep –Z/l.

and exercise on pacing threshold has been studied. Preston et al (1967)
-

reported a 30-40% increase in energy threshold during sleep. They also found

a significant decrease in energy threshold during exercise. The authors

suggested that the changes in pacing threshold are related to sympathetic

stimulation. A low sympathetic tone during sleep accounts for the rise in

stimulation threshold. A case study by Somerndike (1971) confirmed that

threshold rise during sleep led to loss of capture. Sowton & Barr (1969) also

found a significant decrease in energy threshold during exercise in 11 adult

patients. A recent study by Schuchert et al (1990), however, failed to show any

difference in voltage threshold and energy consumption between rest and

exercise. This is an example of the nonuniformity of measurement making

comparison of data difficult. Preston et al (1967) and Sowton & Barr (1969)

both used non-programmable pacemakers and defined threshold changes in

terms of maximum percent change from baseline. Schuchert et al (1990) used

programmable pacemakers and reported threshold changes in absolute

values. The pulse amplitude of the generator used in Schuchert's study could

only be programmed in increments of 0.8 volts. Therefore changes within 0.8

volts might not have been detected. For example, an increase in the voltage

threshold from 0.9 volts to 1.2 volts (a 33% increase) would not have been

detected since the voltage threshold measured by the programmer in both
instances would be 1.6 volts.

Drugs. Drug administration has little sustained effect on stimulation

threshold. Even when there is a pronounced immediate effect, "sustained

drug administration is accompanied by gradual return to the pretreatment

baseline over several hours" (Furman, 1977).
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As mentioned earlier, sympathetic stimulation lowers the stimulation

threshold. Sympathomimetic agents such as epinephrine and ephedrine, as

expected, decrease the threshold. Isoproterenol, when infused rapidly, causes

first a lowering of threshold and then a marked elevation of threshold.

According to Preston et al (1967), this may be a dose-related phenomenon. A

smaller dose may produce a persistently decreased threshold. It would seem

likely from the above argument that beta-blocking agents would increase

stimulation threshold. Effects of beta-blocking agent such as propranolol,

however, have been inconsistent. Preston et al (1967) showed that

propranolol increases threshold if the patient is active but has no effect on

threshold if the patient is in the basal resting stage. This suggests that the

effect is due to the blocking of the sympathetic stimulation during exercise.

Kubler & Sowton (1970), on the other hand, found that intravenous

propranolol increases energy threshold by a mean value of 40% in patients

who had been resting for several hours in bed prior to the measurements.

Both of these studies measured the stimulation threshold following

intravenous drug administration. Huang (1986) studied the effect of

propranolol in dogs. Drugs were administered in sufficient doses to achieve

plasma levels within the range associated with antiarrhythmic efficacy in

humans. No difference in chronic pacing threshold was found.

The effects of antiarrhythmic agents on stimulation threshold have

been studied in both humans and animals. Huang (1986) studied the effects

of seven different antiarrhythmic drugs on chronic pacing threshold in dogs.

Seven drugs, representative of Vaughn Williams' antiarrhythmic class I-IV,

included procainamide (class LA), lidocaine (class IB), tocainide (class IB),

flecainide (class IC), propranolol (class II), amiodarone (class III) and

verapamil (class IV). Within therapeutic dose ranges, there were no
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significant effects of any of the tested drugs on chronic voltage and current

thresholds. Preston et al (1967) reported similar findings in human studies

with procainamide, quinidine and lidocaine. A minimal effect on

stimulation threshold in the usual therapeutic dose ranges was

demonstrated. Ryden & Korsgren (1969) also found no difference in
stimulation threshold with lidocaine bolus. Others have found that an

increase in stimulation threshold is associated with toxic class IA

antiarrhythmic drug levels but only in patients with hyperkalemia

(Dohrmann & Goldschlager, 1985). Type IC antiarrhythmics such as
encainide and flecainide have been shown to increase stimulation threshold.

Salel et al (1989) compared encainide to placebo and found an increase in

stimulation threshold. High dose encainide may result in a loss of pacemaker

capture of the myocardium. Minor loss of capture (up to 3 beats) was noted in

one patient due to a high dose of encainide.

Glucocorticoids significantly lower threshold, while mineralcorticoids

significantly elevate threshold (Preston et al., 1967). The mode of action of

steroids is uncertain but is thought to be due to their influence on the

permeability of the cell membrane to potassium.

Electrolyte balance. Severe electrolyte imbalance can lead to an acute

loss of pacing. The most pronounced changes are associated with rapid

changes in extracellular or intracellular electrolyte concentration and they are

all brief in duration (Preston et al., 1967, Furman et al., 1977, Furman et al,

1989, Griffin et al., 1986). The effect of potassium on stimulation threshold is

related to the ratio of intracellular potassium (Ki) and extracellular potassium

(Ko). Increasing extracellular potassium will decrease this ratio (Ki/Ko) and

this effect, as demonstrated in an animal model (Lee et al., 1968), produces first

a reduction then an increase in the stimulation threshold. This biphasic
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relationship of stimulation threshold with extracellular potassium may ºf G

explain the findings in human studies. In humans, both an increase in -º-, "A

threshold (Surawicz et al., 1965, Gettes et al., 1969) and a reduction in threshold

(Walker et al., 1964) have occurred with increased serum potassium. Results

from these human studies suggest that the decrease in threshold during

potassium administration may be a transient phenomenon and may not be

related to a critical potassium concentration. The increase in threshold, on

the other hand, is related to the potassium concentration. These changes in

threshold may be due to changes in excitability or conduction. An increased

extracellular potassium concentration causes the resting potential to become

less negative. It also slows the rate of depolarization and impulse

propagation. The initial decrease in stimulation threshold with potassium

administration may be due to the decrease in resting potential. Subsequent

increase in stimulation threshold may be due to a subsequent change in

membrane impedance. Increasing intracellular potassium, on the other
hand, will increase the ratio of Ki/Ko and has been shown to increase the

stimulation threshold (Preston et al., 1967, Preston & Judge, 1969).

Increasing extracellular sodium concentration by infusing hypertonic
Saline solution has been associated with an increase in stimulation threshold

by 50 to 60 percent. It has been postulated that the effect of sodium on

stimulation threshold may actually be due to a shift in the potassium

concentration (Preston et al., 1967, Preston & Judge, 1969). Changes in the

plasma calcium concentration does not appear to have any effect on the º
stimulation threshold (Gettes et al., 1969, Preston et al., 1967). sº º

Oxygenation and acid-base balance. A decrease in PO2 is associated º,
with an increase in stimulation threshold while an increase has been shown •

to reduce stimulation threshold (Westerholm, 1971). Both acidosis (base \ q I
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excess of -15) and alkalosis (base excess greater than +15) have been associated

with a significant increase in voltage and current thresholds in dogs (Hughes

et al., 1975). Even though the degree of acidosis and alkalosis studied by

Hughes et al (1975) is marked, subtle acid-base imbalances may also have an
influence on the stimulation threshold. An increase in PCO2 has been

associated with an increase in stimulation threshold (Westerholm, 1971,

Furman. et al., 1977) and this may possibly be due to subtle changes in the acid
base balance.

Review of the Literature

Numerous studies over the past 30 years have examined how different

factors affect the strength duration curves. However, only five studies have

specifically discussed the optimal pulse width for programming pacemakers.

The constructs and concepts examined in each of these five studies are
summarized in Table 1.
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Studies Constructs Concepts

Furman et al (1966) Electrode factor Acute vs. chronic

Pacing output Pulse width (msec)

Stimulation

threshold

Voltage threshold

Current threshold

Charge threshold

Energy threshold

Jaros et al (1967) Electrode factor Time after implant (days)

Pacing output Pulse width (msec)

Stimulation

threshold

Voltage threshold

Current threshold

Charge threshold

Energy threshold

Hughes & Tyers Simulation Site

(1975)

left ventricular

intramyocardial

right ventricular

intramyocardial

right ventricular
endocardial

Pacing output Pulse width (msec)

Stimulation

threshold

Voltage threshold
Current threshold

Energy threshold
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Table 1 (continued) Summary of research studies

Dressler et al (1979) Electrode factors Electrode size

Acute vs. chronic

Pacing output Pulse width (msec)

Stimulation Voltage threshold
threshold Current threshold

Charge threshold

Energy threshold

Hill et al (1988) Pacing output Pulse width (msec)

Stimulation

threshold

Voltage threshold
Current threshold

Charge threshold

Energy threshold
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The classic study by Furman et al (1966) described the relationships

between stimulation thresholds and the pulse width in both animals and

humans. The study of human subjects included both data from implant

(acute) and during generator replacement (chronic). The study demonstrated

that voltage and current thresholds decrease progressively from short pulse

width (0.01 msec) to long pulse width (5 msec). Both the voltage and current

strength-duration curves are hyperbolic in shape. The energy strength

duration curve, on the other hand, is in the shape of a parabola. The energy

threshold, is highest at ultra short pulse width and lowest at pulse width

between 0.2 to 1.0 msec. The charge threshold increases rapidly as long pulse

width are reached. Beyond 0.5 msec, it rose sharply as the pulse width was

increased. Chronic stimulation thresholds were not significantly different

from the acute thresholds. However, the average energy consumed for

chronic stimulation was higher and the variation was greater at shorter pulse
width.

The study is significant because it describes the various forms of the

strength-duration curve depending on what type of threshold value is used.

Many practitioners program the pacemaker pulse width at 0.5 msec and the

pacemaker manufacturers program the nominal pulse width setting at 0.5

msec based on the findings of this study. There are, however, several

limitations to the study. Minimal statistical analysis was performed in this

study. The data was shown in graphs and only maximum, minimum and

mean values were plotted on the graphs. No standard deviations were given

for any of the threshold data. Another limitation of the study is the sample

size. It consisted of 10 dogs, and 6 patients in the acute human studies and 8

patients in the chronic human studies making generalizability of the findings
an issue. The stimulation sites were different for the animal studies and the
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human studies. The electrodes were implanted epicardially in the right
ventricles for the animal studies and in the left ventricles for the human

studies. This difference in stimulation site can be a confounding variable

threatening the construct validity. Pacemaker electrodes are currently

implanted endocardially in most cases. The generalizability of these findings
to endocardial leads needs to be addressed.

Jaros et al (1967) examined threshold variations over time using pulse

durations between 0.7 and 30 msec. This was the first longitudinal study that

followed each patient's stimulation thresholds over time. Only five patients

were in the study and they all had complete heart block controlled with

external pacemakers. The study showed that stimulation thresholds rise

within three to seven days and thresholds at shorter pulse widths vary more

unpredictably over time than thresholds at 10 msec. The study also examined

charge threshold, energy threshold and the relationships to battery drain. The

study results were illustrated by graphs of single patients. The authors

mentioned that these results from single patients reflected the general trend

of the whole group but the group data was not given in the paper. Besides

confirming the acute threshold rise during the first 3 months of implant, the

authors also suggest that pulse width of 6.0 msec should be used because it

provides threshold stability over time without significant battery drain. The

generalizability of this study to modern pacemakers is, however, limited. The

maximum pulse width that can be programmed by the modern pacemakers is

only 2.0 msec.

Hughes & Tyers (1975) studied the effect of stimulation site; left

ventricular intramyocardial, right ventricular intramyocardial and right

ventricular endocardial; on ventricular threshold in dogs with heart block.

Identical leads were used and all physiological variables were controlled. The
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order of the stimulation at the various sites was also randomized. Using a

3X7 factorial design, current; voltage and energy thresholds were measured at

seven different pulse widths from 0.05 msec to 5.0 msec. The significance of
the threshold differences found between the various stimulation sites were

determined using the paired t-test. Voltage, current and energy thresholds

were lowest with the left ventricular intramyocardial stimulation at all

stimulus duration under 2 msec. The results from this study also

demonstrated that the optimal pulse width for stimulation at the left

ventricular intramyocardial site, the right ventricular myocardial site and the

right ventricular endocardial site were 0.3 msec, 0.5 msec and 1.0 msec

respectively. The generalizability of the findings from the healthy dog to

human subjects with conduction system disease still needs to be addressed.

Since the ventricular lead is usually implanted endocardially in the right

ventricle, the optimal pulse width for programming would be at 1.0 msec if

the findings from this study can be validated in human. This study may also

explain why programming the pulse width at 0.5 msec based on Furman's

study (1966) may be appropriate for epicardial implants such as those reported

by Furman but may not be appropriate for endocardial implants.

Dressler et al (1979) studied the effect of electrode size on stimulation

thresholds in 230 patients after the initial implantation and in 188 patients

during pacemaker replacements. Contrary to findings from other

investigations, the chronic voltage threshold for the electrodes with smaller

surface area was as high as those with larger surface area. The chronic current

threshold of the smaller electrodes, on the other hand, was lower than those

with larger surface area. The authors found that the energy threshold

increased with pulse widths less than 0.4 msec because of the rapidly

increasing voltage and current thresholds. On the basis of computation of the
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energy and charge thresholds, it was concluded that "for endocardial electrode

studies, a stimulation pulse having a width of 0.5 to 0.6 msec is optimal, as it

permits a favorable threshold of stimulation energy at low voltage threshold

values" (Dressler et al., 1979).

A recent study by Hill et al (1988) showed that there are significant

differences in energy thresholds between each of the four pulse width

settings: 0.25,0.5,0.75 and 1.0 msec. A repeated measures design was used.

Voltage and current thresholds were obtained at implant. From the voltage

and current threshold measurements, energy and charge thresholds were

calculated. Student's paired t-test was used for comparing energy thresholds

at different pulse durations. The results in this study showed that the energy

thresholds continue to decrease at 1.0 msec. Based on their findings, the

authors suggested that pacemakers should be programmed at 1.0 msec pulse

width setting. In examining the graphs, the threshold energy duration curve

in this study did not resemble the theoretical energy duration curve because

the energy threshold continued to decrease from 0.25 to 1.0 msec. Rheobase

was never reached. Pulse widths longer than 1.0 msec were not used so the

curve never showed the increasing energy at longer pulse widths. It is also

not known whether the energy curve will continue to decrease at longer

pulse widths. The measurements were obtained during implant. The issue

of applying the findings to chronic leads, i.e. electrodes implanted for over six

months, still needs to be examined.

Instrument reliability is a potential threat to statistical conclusion

validity. The measurements for voltage and current thresholds are

influenced by the tolerance or error margin of the analyser. Charge and

energy thresholds are usually calculated based on the voltage and current
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thresholds. None of the studies have addressed the issue of instrument

reliability.

A major threat to the statistical conclusion validity for the later studies

(Hughes & Tyers, 1975; Dressler et al., 1979; Hill et al., 1988) involves the use of

multiple t tests making "galloping alpha" a potential problem. A repeated

measures design was used in all three of the studies. Each subject had

stimulation thresholds measured at multiple pulse widths. ANOVA for

repeated measures should be used instead of the paired t-test. The level of

significance should be divided by the number of repeated measures with the
total of set at 0.05.

In conclusion, there is no consistent research data so far showing the

most optimal pulse width for energy conservation. Half of the data suggests

that 0.5 msec is appropriate while the remaining suggests that a longer pulse

width of 1.0 msec is optimal. Multiple t-tests and instrument reliability were

issues threatening the statistical conclusion validity in most of these studies.

Earlier studies use epicardial leads and external pacemakers making

generalizability to modern pacemakers difficult. Future threshold studies

need to examine the strength duration curves using small, steroid-eluting

electrodes and implantable pacemakers.

Assumptions

Because of the various pacemaker models available, the question arises

as to which pacemakers should be selected for this study. The pacemakers

selected are based on the following assumptions:

1. It is possible to obtain reliable measurements with permanent

pacemakers given the error margin (or tolerance) of their

programmers.
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2. Pacemakers that allow adjustments of pulse width and pulse

amplitude in small increments are desirable.

3. Battery current drain for sensing will not significantly affect the

battery longevity.

Research Questions

What is the optimal pulse width for pacemaker output programming at

threshold? specifically, should this pulse width correspond to the point

of minimum charge, minimum energy, minimum battery current drain,

or the chronaxie point? What threshold parameters should be used to
determine this value?

Is this pulse width still the most optimal value for programming when

the output is programmed to a 100% voltage safety margin?
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS

Sample and Setting

Thirty-seven pacemaker patients who were routinely followed at the

outpatient pacemaker clinics at the University of California, San Francisco;

the Veteran Administration Hospital, San Francisco; and San Francisco

General Hospital were enrolled in this study. Approval from the Committee

on Human Research was obtained prior to the initiation of this study.

Informed verbal consent was obtained from all subjects prior to data
collection.

All thirty-seven patients had either a dual chamber (DDD) pacemaker

or a rate-responsive dual chamber (DDDR) pacemaker manufactured by

Pacesetter Inc. The ventricular lead was implanted at least six months prior

to the study to ensure that the stimulation threshold was not affected by the

acute changes at the lead-tissue interface.

All patients enrolled in this study had a stable underlying cardiac

rhythm to allow programming of pacemaker output to subthreshold value.

To check for an underlying escape rhythm, the pacing rate was lowered to 30

pulse per minute (PPM). If a patient was unable to maintain a stable

underlying escape rhythm as evidenced by the presence of paced beats at 30

PPM or subjective symptoms of hypoperfusion, the patient was excluded

from the study.

Patients with high ventricular lead impedance (greater than 1000

ohms) were also excluded from the study to minimize the possibility of a lead

problem as a confounding variable. There was also a subset of patients with

normal lead impedance but high stimulation threshold. Since the etiology of

this high stimulation threshold remained unknown, it was uncertain if the

strength-duration curves derived from this group would be different. For
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this reason, this subset of patients was excluded from the study. For the

purpose of this study, high stimulation threshold was defined as voltage

threshold greater than 3.0 volts at 0.4 milliseconds (msec).

Research Design

This prospective, descriptive study utilized a repeated measures design.

Voltage, current, charge and energy thresholds were measured on every

patient at each of the eight different pulse widths (0.2 msec, 0.4 msec, 0.6 msec,

0.8 msec, 1.0 msec, 1.2 msec, 1.4 msec and 1.6 msec). In addition, the lead

impedance and battery current drain were recorded at each of the eight

different pulse widths. The same measurements on current, charge, energy,

lead impedance and battery current drain were also obtained with voltage

programmed to a 100% safety margin, i.e. twice the voltage threshold value.
All the measurements were obtained in one session. There is no evidence

from the literature to suggest that one measurement might influence the

subsequent measurement or that a rest period is necessary for the patient to

equilibrate back to a baseline state before taking the next measurement.

However, to minimize the potential effect of testing, the sequence of pulse

width tested was randomized in 24 of the subjects. Their results were

compared with those non-randomized results to show that repeated testing

was not a confounding variable.
llection

Techni f M ing Stimulation Threshold

Stimulation threshold was measured by increasing the voltage from

subthreshold to threshold while the pulse width was being held constant. By

increasing the voltage from subthreshold to threshold, the risk of overdrive

suppression of the underlying escape rhythm was minimized.
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Instruments

Communication with the pacemaker was achieved with an external

device or programmer. Not only could the programmer deliver information

to the pacemaker pulse generator causing changes in its operating

characteristics, it could also receive information from the pacemaker

including programmed values, status of the battery, electrode system and the

output circuit. The telemetry measurements for charge, energy output and

battery current drain were derived from calculations based on the measured

voltage and pulse current. The reliability of these measurements, however,

was dependent on the tolerance or error margin of the programmers.

In order to have accurate measurements for the strength-duration

curves, it was necessary to perform the study using pacemakers that allow

adjustments of pulse width and pulse amplitude in small increments. In this

study, pacemakers manufactured by Pacesetter, Inc. were used because they

allowed the pulse amplitude to be adjusted in increments of 0.5 volts. The

programmable pulse widths ranged from 0.2 msec to 1.6 msec in increments
of 0.2 msec.

Procedure

Patient demographic data were collected at the beginning of the study.

This included age; sex; pacemaker models; reasons for pacemaker implant;

and pacemaker implant date.

The patients were monitored continuously during threshold testings

using a Marquette Electronics (MAC 15, Milwaukee, WI) ECG recorder at a

paper speed of 25 millimeters per second (mm/sec). The purpose of the ECG

recording was to document their underling cardiac rhythm as well as

confirm ventricular capture during threshold testing.
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At the beginning of the study, the pacing mode was changed to VVI in

order to test only ventricular pacing threshold. For those patients with rate

responsive dual chamber pacemakers, the sensor was programmed to

"passive" mode, i.e., monitoring only. The pacing rate was then lowered to

30 pulse per minute (PPM) to document the presence of an underlying escape

rhythm. If the patient had a stable underlying cardiac rhythm, threshold

testing was started by keeping the pulse width constant and programming the

pacing rate to 10 beats above the intrinsic heart rate and the voltage output to

the lowest value (0.5 volts). If ventricular capture did not occur, the voltage

was increased in increments of 0.5 volts until consistent capture was

achieved. After the voltage threshold was determined, telemetry values for

current, charge, energy, lead impedance and cell current drain was obtained at

the threshold setting using the telemetry function of the programmer. The

voltage was then doubled giving a 100% voltage safety margin. Telemetry

values for current, energy, lead impedance and cell current drain were again

obtained at this new voltage setting. The pacing rate was then lowered to 30

PPM to avoid overdrive suppression of the underlying rhythm. The

threshold testing procedures were repeated at the following pulse widths: 0.2

msec, 0.4 mSec, 0.6 msec, 0.8 mSec, 1.0 msec, 1.2 msec, 1.4 msec, and 1.6 msec in

a randomized order for twenty-four patients and in a sequential order for

thirteen patients. The randomization table was computer-generated. Before

testing the threshold at each of these pulse width settings, a stable underlying

rhythm was consistently established by programming the pacing rate to 30
PPM.

It was possible that a sympathetic nervous system response could be

evoked every time the pacing rate was changed from 100% pacing to 30 PPM.

To make sure that the threshold measurements were not affected by the
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sympathetic response, heart rate at baseline and at the end of the study was

documented. A sympathetic nervous system response was ruled out if there

was no change in heart rate.

Data Analysis

Patient demographic data were analyzed using descriptive statistics:

frequency, range, mean and standard deviation. Six sets of data were derived

from the threshold data: voltage threshold, current threshold, charge

threshold, energy threshold, lead impedance and battery current drain. Since
battery current drain is also influenced by pacing rate, the data on battery

current drain was normalized to a pacing rate of 60 PPM for every patient

using a formula provided by Pacesetter Inc. For each set of the data, the mean

and standard deviations at each pulse width were calculated. Strength

duration curves were plotted with the mean threshold values on y axis

against the different pulse widths on x-axis. The mean battery current drain

was also plotted against the different pulse widths.

One-way ANOVA for repeated measures and pairwise post-hoc

contrasts were used to determine the optimal pulse width for charge and

energy thresholds. Randomization and pacemaker generator models were

entered as between-group factors and pulse widths were entered as the

within-group factor. The same analyses were also used to determine if there

was a significant difference in battery current drains among the eight pulse

widths. The Scheffe critical value (t=3.8) was used to determine significance

between the pairwise contrasts. The difference between the pairwise contrasts

was considered significant if the F value was greater than 14.42.

The same analysis was repeated with data obtained by programming

the voltage output to a 100% safety margin. One-way ANOVA for repeated

measures and post-hoc contrasts were used to determine if the same
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relationships found at threshold were still applicable when the output was

programmed to a 100% voltage safety margin.

Heart rates at baseline and at the end of the study were compared using

the paired t-test. If the two heart rates were not statistically significant

(p < 0.05), the effect of the sympathetic nervous system response as a

confounding variable to the threshold measurements was ruled out.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

Subi i Sample Cl
- - -

Twenty-six (70%) of the 37 patients were male with a mean age of 71.3

years (range = 35 - 89 years). Eighteen (48.6%) of the 37 patients had either

second degree atrioventricular (AV) block or third degree AV block. Sixteen

(43%) of the patients had sick sinus syndrome or bradycardia. Three patients

had syncope as their primary indication for pacing.

Eleven of the patients had Pacesetter "Paragon" (model 2016) dual

chamber (DDD) pacemakers and the remaining patients had Pacesetter

"Synchrony II" (Models 2022 or 2023) or "Synchrony III" (Model 2028) rate

responsive dual chamber (DDDR) pacemakers. All the patients had chronic

ventricular lead systems ranging from 0.5 to 4.3 years (average 2.45 years).

The mean heart rate at the beginning of the study was 63.79 + 14.71

beats per minute and the mean heart rate at the end of the study was

64.09 + 15.39 beats per minute. There was no significant difference in heart

rate between the two measurements, suggesting that a sympathetic nervous

system response was not a potential confounding variable in the study

findings.

Twenty-four patients (65%) had their threshold measurements

performed in a randomized order. Comparison between the randomized and

the non-randomized groups also showed no statistically significant

differences in the strength-duration curves on voltage, current, charge,

energy, or battery current drain. Thus multiple testing appears to have no

effect on subsequent measurements.
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Analysis of S h-Duration C

Voltage Strength-Duration Curve

The voltage thresholds decreased as longer pulse widths were

programmed. The curve was hyperbolic in shape. There was no difference in

voltage thresholds between the randomized and non-randomized groups.

There was also no difference in voltage thresholds between the various

pacemaker models.
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Fig. 4 Strength-duration curve at voltage threshold

Further examination of the threshold data showed that the patients

could be divided into three groups based on their voltage thresholds: a) the

"low" threshold group had a voltage threshold less than or equal to 1.0 volts

at 0.4 msec; b) the "medium" threshold group had a voltage threshold

between 1.0 and 2.0 volts at 0.4 msec and thresholds of 1 volt or less at longer
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pulse widths; and c) the "high" threshold group had a voltage threshold

greater than or equal to 2.0 volts at 0.4 msec and thresholds greater than 1.0

volt at longer pulse widths (Table 2).

Table 2. Categories of patients based on voltage thresholds

Groups No. of Patients | Percent | Synchrony II/III | Paragon II

Low 13 35% 8 5

Medium 13 35% 11 2

High 11 30% 7 4

Having a threshold greater than 1.0 volt meant that the pacemaker

output would have to be programmed to 3.0 volts or greater for a 100%

voltage safety margin. The pacemaker utilizes voltage doubler, a special

circuitry, to deliver voltages over 2.5 volts and this circuitry is not 100%

efficient. As shown in Fig. 5, when the pacemaker output was programmed

to a 100% voltage safety margin, the "low" threshold group utilized the

voltage doubler only at 0.2 msec. The "medium" threshold group would

utilize the voltage doubler both at 0.2 and 0.4 msec. The "high" threshold

group required the voltage doubler throughout the whole voltage curve.

Dividing the patients into these three subgroups is important in explaining

the curve on battery current drain at 100% voltage safety margin and this will

be discussed in more detail in the subsequent section on battery current drain.
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Fig. 5 Voltage vs. duration at 100% voltage safety margin

Using a mathematical model, Irnich (1980) has shown that the

chronaxie is the point of minimum energy consumption. To identify the

chronaxie on the strength-duration curve, it is necessary to first determine

the rheobase voltage. Since rheobase and chronaxie vary from patient to

patient and among the three subgroups, it would be misleading to determine

the rheobase and chronaxie using the average voltage thresholds. As shown

in Fig. 6, rheobase was at 1.0 volts or less for over 75% of the patients. As

expected, rheobase voltages were higher for most of the "high" threshold

group and less than 1.0 volts for 54% of the "low" threshold group.

Rheobase occurred at 0.6 or 0.8 msec for 68% of the patients (Fig. 7).

Chronaxie for majority of the patients (68%) occurred at pulse width less than

or equal to 0.2 msec (Fig. 8). Chronaxie was at 0.4 msec for only 19% of the

patients.
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Current Strength-Duration Curve

The current thresholds decrease with increasing pulse widths (Fig. 9).

Again, the curve was hyperbolic in shape. There was no significant difference

between the randomized and the non-randomized groups. The current

thresholds among the various pacemaker models also were not significantly

different. The output current per pulse at 100% voltage safety margin was

also plotted and shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9 Current strength-duration curve at threshold
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Charge Strength-Duration Curve

The charge strength-duration curve (Fig. 11) showed a linear trend and

this was confirmed with the orthogonal polynomial contrast test (p=0.0001).

The charge thresholds increase as the pulse width increases. ANOVA for

repeated measures showed an overall significant difference between the eight

programmable pulse widths (p=0.0001). Effects of randomization and

pacemaker models on charge thresholds were non-significant. Examination

of the charge strength-duration curve showed that charge threshold was the

lowest at 0.2 msec. Pairwise contrasts showed significant difference in charge

thresholds between 0.2 and 0.4 msec (F=26.94, p=0.0001).
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Fig. 11 Charge strength-duration curve at threshold
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When the pacemaker output was programmed to a 100% voltage safety

margin, the output charge per pulse was still the lowest at 0.2 msec (Fig. 12).

The overall difference in output charge between the eight programmable

pulse widths was statistically significant (p=0.0001). Pairwise contrasts again

showed that the difference in output charge between 0.2 and 0.4 msec was

statistically significant (F=19.096, p=0.0001).
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Fig. 12 Output charge per pulse at 100% voltage safety margin

There was a two to seven-fold increase in charge thresholds when the

pulse width was programmed from 0.2 msec to 1.6 msec. Increase in output

charge at 100% voltage safety margin was equally impressive averaging about

300% (Table 3).
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Table 3. Comparison of output charge between 0.2 msec and 1.6 msec at

threshold and at 100% voltage safety margin.

Group 0.2 1.6 Percent

IIlSec || In Sec Increase

"Low" at threshold 0.231 1.615 699%

"Medium" at threshold 1.0 2.154 215%

"High" at threshold 1.0 3.182 3.18%

Mean charge thresholds 0.73 2.27 31.1%

"Low" at 100% voltage safety 1.0 3.077 308%

margin

"Medium" at 100% voltage safety | 1.538 || 4.462 290%

margin

"High" at 100% voltage safety 2.091 || 6.273 300%

margin

Mean output charge at 100% 1.51 4.51 29.9%

voltage safety margin

- 1 r

As shown in Fig. 13, the energy thresholds were lowest at pulse widths

between 0.2 and 0.8 msec. Beyond 0.8 msec, there was a gradual increase in

energy thresholds. ANOVA for repeated measure confirmed that there was

an overall significant difference in energy thresholds. Pairwise contrasts

showed that the changes between two consecutive pulse widths were not

statistically significant but there was a statistically significant increase in mean

energy thresholds between 0.8 and 1.2 msec (F=19.137, p=0.0001) suggesting a
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gradual increase beyond 0.8 msec. The difference in mean energy thresholds

between 0.2 and 0.8 msec was non-significant. This result suggests that the

curve is essentially flat until 0.8 msec and then followed by an increase in

energy thresholds beyond that point.
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Fig. 13 Energy strength-duration curve at threshold

When the pacemaker output was programmed to a 100% voltage safety

margin (Fig. 14), there was a significant increase in mean energy thresholds

between 0.8 and 1.2 msec (F=23.726, p=0.0001). The difference between 0.2 and

0.8 msec was again non-significant. This shows that the pacemaker output

can be programmed to a 100% voltage safety margin up to 0.8 msec with

minimal increase in energy expenditure.
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Fig. 14 Output energy per pulse at 100% voltage safety margin

Battery Current Drain

Initial examination of the overall curve on battery current drain at

threshold (Fig. 15) showed that the point of lowest battery current drain was at

0.2 msec. ANOVA for repeated measures showed that there was a statistically

significant difference in battery current drain between the pacemaker

generator models (p=0.0001) but there was no interaction between the

pacemaker models and the pulse widths.
The ANOVA statistics also showed that there was an overall

significant difference in battery current drain among the eight pulse widths

(p=0.0001). There was a higher battery current drain at longer pulse widths.

Pairwise contrasts for means comparison showed that there were statistically
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significant increases in battery current drain between 0.8 and 1.0 msec

(F=22.009, p=0.0001). In addition, there was also a statistically significant

change in battery current drain between 0.2 and 0.8 msec suggesting that the

increase was less abrupt until it reached 0.8 msec. There was no statistical

difference between the three threshold groups. However, there was an

interaction between pulse widths and the threshold groups (p=0.0001)

suggesting that the curves for the three groups are not similar.
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Fig.15 Battery current drain at threshold

Examination of the curves for individual groups (Fig. 15) showed that

the curves for the low and medium groups were fairly linear with the lowest

battery current drain at 0.2 msec. The high threshold group showed a

decrease in battery current drain between 0.2 and 0.4 msec, followed by a fairly

linear increase in battery current drain beyond 0.4 msec.
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Since threshold varies from time to time in a patient, no practitioner

will program the pacemaker output to threshold value. Thus, it becomes

more important to examine the relationship between pulse width and battery

current drain when the pacemaker output is programmed to a 100% voltage

safety margin. Doubling the voltage from threshold will more likely involve

the use of the voltage doubler. Initial analysis were performed using the

mean battery current drain (Fig 16). There was an overall statistical

difference in battery current drain between pulse widths with the lowest point

at 0.2 msec (p=0.0001). The increase between 0.8 msec and 1.2 msec was

statistically significant (F=42.675, p=0.0001), even though the pairwise

comparisons between consecutive pulse widths were not. The difference in

battery current drain between 0.2 and 0.8 msec was also non-significant.
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Fig. 16 Battery current drain at 100% voltage safety margin
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Subgroup analyses were performed to determine if the overall finding

was an averaging effect of all the three subgroups and was therefore

providing misleading information. ANOVA for repeated measures

confirmed that there was a difference in battery current drain between the

three threshold groups and their curves were not similar (p=0.0001). Fig. 16

showed that the low threshold group had the lowest battery current drain at

0.4 msec followed by a gradual linear increase. The high threshold group had

the lowest battery current drain at 0.2 msec with a curvilinear increase until

1.4 msec. The difference in battery current drain between 0.2 and 0.4 msec,

however, was very small (15.5 mA vs. 15.8 pa). The medium group appeared

to be different with an increase in battery current drain from 0.2 to 0.4 msec

followed by a decrease till 0.8 msec. Beyond 0.8 msec, battery current drain

increased again in a linear fashion. Fig. 17 illustrates the curves of two

individual patients in the medium group.
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Fig. 17 Examples of battery current drain data from the medium group
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To make sure that the individual data was consistent with the group

data, the pulse width that had the lowest battery current drain was noted for

each individual (Fig. 18). As predicted by the group data, 0.4 msec was the

most optimal pulse width for the majority of the patients in the low

threshold group (8/13 or 62%) and 0.2 msec was the most optimal for six of

the 11 patients (46%) in the high threshold group. As the data shown, the

most optimal pulse width for the medium threshold group was either 0.6 or
0.8 mSec.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

A major focus in pacemaker follow-up is to determine the best

programming for patient safety while maximizing battery longevity. Studies

to date have concentrated on the output pulse and its relation to the strength

duration curve. The variables studied include voltage, current, charge and

energy consumption during pacing. Comparing the result of this study with

the classic study by Furman et al (1966), the voltage (Fig. 4) as well as the

current (Fig. 9) strength-duration curves at threshold were similar to findings

reported by Furman. The voltage strength duration curve did not show a

steep rise as in Furman's curve because the pacemaker models chosen for this

study did not allow programming of the pulse width to less than 0.2 msec. In

Furman's study, the range of pulse widths tested was from 0.01 msec to 5.0

msec. The steep rise of the hyperbolic curve in Furman's study occurred
below 0.2 m.sec.

Data from this study also support previous findings that there is a

linear relationship between charge and pulse width. The most efficient pulse

width to conserve charge is at 0.2 msec. Identifying the "optimal" pulse width

or amplitude in previous research studies are often based on finding the

lowest energy threshold. Furman et al (1966) found that the energy strength

duration curve had the shape of a parabola. It was highest at ultrashort pulse

widths and the energy thresholds were lowest between 0.2 and 1.0 msec.

Since it was not possible to program the pacemaker to pulse widths lower

than 0.2 msec, the energy strength-duration curve from this study did not

show the increase in energy threshold at the shorter pulse widths (Fig. 13).

Results from this study concurred with Furman's findings that the energy

thresholds were lowest at pulse widths between 0.2 and 0.8 msec. Pairwise

contrasts showed that the difference in energy consumption between 0.2 and
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0.8 msec was not statistically significant. In addition, the data from the

present study showed that doubling the voltage setting for a 100% safety

margin did not change the relationships between pulse width and charge

consumption. It also did not change the relationship between pulse width

and energy consumption. Even though the absolute value for charge and

energy consumption increases, the optimal pulse width settings do not

change.

Even though the traditional focus has been on minimizing energy

consumption, Berstein (1993) questioned whether minimizing charge

consumption would be more appropriate. Since charge is the consumable

component, there is an inverse relationship between charge consumption

and battery longevity. He believes that the battery longevity can be

maximized by programming the pacemaker to a pulse width that consumes

the lowest charge. For example, there was a three-fold increase in mean

output charge when the pulse width was programmed from 0.2 to 1.6 msec

with a 100% voltage safety margin. This theoretically would translate into a

66.5% saving of charge consumption if the pulse width was decreased from

1.6 msec to 0.2 msec. According to his hypothesis, programming the pulse

width to a longer duration such as 0.8 msec will decrease battery longevity

due to a waste in charge consumption, even though there is little difference

in energy consumption.

Discussions on charge and energy consumption primarily focus on the

output pulse. Output pulses, however, are only one component of the pacing

function. During normal operation, currents are drawn from the battery for

the sensing as well as "housekeeping" functions. To determine the optimal

pulse width based on only charge or energy would be ignoring the remaining

components or assuming that their contributions to battery longevity are
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insignificant. Since battery current drain takes into account the sensing

component of the pacemaker, the pacing output and the "housekeeping"

current, it is a more direct indicator of battery longevity. For this reason,

battery current drain was used as the parameter to determine the optimal
pulse width in this study.

Data from this study showed that there was a statistically significant

difference in battery current drain between the pacemaker models but there

was no interaction between the pacemaker models and the pulse widths.

This suggests that the relationships between battery current drain and pulse

widths are similar for the various pacemaker models used in this study. The

significant difference in battery current drain between the pacemaker models

is due to the sensor in the DDDR system. Battery current drain for the DDDR

pacemaker was measured with the sensor set at "passive", i.e., monitoring

mode and this will draw additional current from the battery for the

monitoring function. Otherwise, the circuitry for the two systems (DDD vs.

DDDR) is similar.

Results from this study also showed that the curves on battery current

drain at threshold were not similar for the three subgroups. This difference

in finding can be explained by comparing this curve (Fig. 15) with the voltage

strength duration curve (Fig. 4). For the low and medium threshold groups,

the voltage thresholds never reached 2.5 volts and therefore did not require

the use of the voltage doubler. In these cases, battery current drain increased

linearly. For the high threshold group, the mean voltage threshold at 0.2

msec was 2.7 volts. The increase in battery current drain at that pulse width

was due to the use of the voltage doubler. When the voltage threshold

decreased to below 2.5 volts at 0.4 msec, battery current drain again followed

the same pattern as the low and medium threshold groups and increased
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linearly as a function of pulse width. Battery current drain, therefore, can be

considered a function of whether the voltage doubler is switched on or off.

This study suggests that the most optimal pulse width to minimize battery
current drain at threshold is 0.2 msec for the low and medium threshold

group and 0.4 msec for the high threshold group.

Fig. 15 also showed that the high threshold group had lower battery

current drain than the medium threshold group. This graph is misleading

because there were more patients with the Synchrony II/III pacemakers in the

medium threshold group (11/13 in the medium threshold group vs. 7/11 in

the high threshold group). The patients with the Synchrony II/III pacemakers

had the sensor programmed to "passive". The use of the sensor increases

battery current drain by approximately 3 p.A. In addition, the "housekeeping"

current drain for the Synchrony II/III pacemakers are approximately 2 HA

higher than the "housekeeping" current drain for the Paragon II pacemakers.

These differences in battery current drain are not affected by the pacing output

or the use of the voltage doubler.
Previous research has shown that the stimulation threshold is not a

static phenomenon and can be affected by multiple factors. For this reason,

the practitioner always sets the pacemaker output with a safety margin. Thus,

the optimal pulse width for programming should be based on the pulse width

with the lowest battery current drain at 100% voltage safety margin. Initial

analysis for this study were performed using the mean battery current drain.

According to the results, there would be no increase in battery current drain

by programming longer pulse widths until it reached 0.8 msec. This would

suggest that battery current drain was not affected by the use of the voltage

doubler which occurred at lower pulse widths. However, this did not appear

to be in agreement with the logic of the electronic circuitry and contradicted
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the findings by Marco (1995) who examined optimizing the output setting

from the circuitry stand point. In his study, pacemakers were tested in vitro

with a fixed load. The voltage setting or the pulse width were varied and the

battery current drain was measured at each of the settings. He showed that

battery current drain was lower when the circuitry of the voltage doubler was

not in operation. For this reason, subgroup analyses were performed to

determine if the overall findings was an averaging effect.

The data from the subgroup analyses were consistent with Marco's

finding and the logic of the circuitry. As mentioned under the “voltage

strength duration curves" section, when the pacemaker output was

programmed to a 100% voltage safety margin, the "low" threshold group

utilized the voltage doubler only at 0.2 msec. When the voltage doubler was

switched off at 0.4 msec, the battery current drain showed a decrease. Beyond

0.4 msec, the voltage doubler was off and the current drain increased in a

linear fashion as a function of pulse width. The "high" threshold group

required the voltage doubler throughout the whole voltage curve. Since the

circuitry for the voltage doubler was “on” for the whole duration, battery

current drain again increased in a fairly linear fashion as a function of pulse

width. The interesting behavior of the medium threshold group appeared to

be related to the voltage doubler switching on and off. This group utilized the

voltage doubler at 0.2 and 0.4 msec. Half of the group also required the

voltage doubler at 0.6 msec. The increase in battery current drain between 0.2

and 0.4 was a function of pulse width since the status of the voltage doubler

did not change. Mean battery current drain decreased at 0.6 msec when part of

the group had lower current drain because the voltage doubler was off. At 0.8

msec, none of the group was using the voltage doubler and as a result, the

mean current drain was at the lowest level. Beyond 0.8 msec, the status of the
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voltage doubler no longer changed and therefore the amount of current drain

increases linearly as a function of pulse width. These data confirmed again

that battery current drain is a function of the circuitry status and pulse widths.

As long as the circuitry status remains unchanged, battery current drain

increases in a linear fashion as a function of pulse width. As the circuitry

status changes, so does the amount of current drain. Since battery current

drain is influenced by the use of the voltage doubler, it is also not surprising

that the optimal pulse width at threshold is different from the optimal pulse

width at 100% voltage safety margin. The present study also shows that the

most optimal pulse width may not be at chronaxie as predicted by Irnich

(1980). For some patients in the "medium" threshold group, the most

optimal pulse width was actually at the pulse width where rheobase voltage
was first reached.

Limitati 1 F R l

A major limitation of this study is the sample size. Results of the

present study suggest that the patients can be classified into three subgroups

based on the voltage threshold. Battery current drain for each of these groups

is different. Analysis of the three subgroups in this study, however, is mostly

descriptive due to the limited number of patients in each group. Future

studies with larger sample size are needed to validate the data for each of

these subgroups.

The generalizability of this study is also limited to patients with

chronic ventricular lead, normal impedance and normal voltage threshold.

Patients with high impedance but normal threshold were excluded from this

study. There is also a subset of patients with normal lead impedance and

high thresholds. They were also excluded from this study. These patients

may represent different subgroups and replication of this study with these
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subgroups would be necessary. In addition, only the ventricular stimulation

thresholds were tested, its applicability to atrial thresholds are unknown.

Future study needs to examine potential differences between atrial and

ventricular output programming.

This study uses only two models of pacemakers from Pacesetter Inc.

The findings are not expected to be unique. Lithium batteries are now the

standard for all modern pacemakers. Since the use of the voltage doubler is

necessary to achieve the required voltages with lithium batteries, the

phenomenon is presumably applicable to all modern pacemakers. However,

the generalizability of the study findings to other pacemaker models either by

the same manufacturer or by other manufacturers still needs to be explored.

This is especially important since battery current drain is directly related to

the circuitry of the device and different pacemaker has different circuitry.

According to this study, some patients would benefit from having a

short pulse width (0.2 msec) programmed. Traditionally, the practitioner

prefers not to program at such a short pulse width due to the steep rise of the

voltage strength duration curve at that pulse width. The concern is primarily

that any fluctuation in stimulation threshold may lead to a dramatic increase

resulting in loss of capture. To study this safety issue has been difficult. First,

the study would need to be carried out in patients who are not pacemaker

dependent so a loss of capture would not have any major hemodynamic

consequences. Second, it is difficult to document that changes in threshold

with such programming does not lead to loss of capture. The only way to

study this phenomenon is by continuous monitoring. However, such

occurrences can be so infrequent that even holter monitoring may not detect

them. Pacesetter Inc. is currently conducting a clinical study in Europe with a

new pacemaker that continuously checks for loss of capture and deliver a
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high voltage rescue pulse. The issue of safety can be studied using this new

pacemaker. Telemetry data showing the percentage of time that the rescue

pulse is delivered would document the safety of such programming.

This study is significant in several ways. First, it validated Furman's

study on the strength duration curves using modern implantable pacemaker

circuitry. Both studies by Furman (1966) and Jaros (1967) were done prior to

the introduction of lithium battery. Previous research in this area used either

external pacemakers or the pacemaker system analyser (PSA). This is the first

study that examined the strength duration curves using modern pacemaker

circuitry. The findings from this study has also provided clinical support for

Marco's study on the relationship between battery current drain and

pacemaker circuitry.

Second, results from the present study has generated the following

suggestions on threshold testing and output programming. Initial threshold

testing can be performed at 0.4 msec. If the voltage threshold at 0.4 msec is

less than or equal to (<) 1.0 volt; or greater than or equal to (2) 2.0 volts, the

pacemaker output should be kept at 0.4 msec with the voltage setting

programmed to twice the threshold value. If the voltage threshold is between

1.0 and 2.0 volts, threshold testing should be repeated at 0.8 msec. The final

output should be at 0.8 msec with the amplitude programmed to twice the

threshold value at that pulse width. This recommendation is based on the

fact that for majority of the patients, the most optimal pulse width is at 0.4

msec. Even for the group where the most optimal pulse width is at 0.2 msec,

the difference in battery current drain between 0.2 and 0.4 msec is so small

that battery longevity is not compromised when programmed to 0.4 msec.

Data from this study also show that patients with voltage thresholds greater
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than or equal to 2.0 volts at 0.4 msec will have a threshold greater than 1.0

volts at longer pulse widths. This suggests that it is unnecessary to repeat

threshold testing at longer pulse duration. The subgroup of patient that will

benefit from having a longer pulse width can be identified during threshold

testing. Data suggests that the most optimal pulse width for that group is
around 0.8 msec.

Third, this study has significant application for nursing practice. Many

pacemaker centers in the United States are run by nurses. The number of

nurses involved in the management of pacemaker patients is rapidly

growing. This is evident in the growing membership of associated

professionals in the North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology

(NASPE). Pacemaker evaluations and follow-up have become an area of

advanced nursing practice. With the increased interest in cutting health care

costs, nurses have become an integral part of the health care team and often

assume the role of a physician extender. Not only are they involved in

patient assessment and teaching, they are also responsible for the diagnosis

and trouble-shooting of pacemaker-related problems. During routine

pacemaker follow-up, there may not be sufficient time for the practitioner to

perform multiple threshold measurements to determine the whole strength

duration curve. Recommendations from this study provide a simplified

approach to threshold testing and optimal pacemaker output programming.

In addition, these recommendations help to standardize nursing practice

based on research findings. As more nurses are trained and involved in

pacemaker follow-up, it will also be useful guidelines for new practitioners.

Fourth, extending the battery longevity of the pacemaker through

output programming will decrease the number of generator replacements

and as a result decreases the risk of infection. Even though the complication
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rate for pacemaker implantation and replacement is very low, "infection of

the pacemaker pocket, the endocardial lead or both, must be accepted as a

predictable complication in a small percentage of patients with permanent

pacemakers." (Phibbs & Marriott, 1985) Estimates of rates of infection vary

from one to seven percent. In comparing the complications after single

versus dual chamber pacemaker implantation, Mueller et al (1990) showed

that infections occurred in 0.77% of patients with single chamber pacemakers

and 1.33% of patients with dual chamber pacemakers. This corresponded to a

total rate of infection of less than one percent. Lewis et al (1985) reviewed

their data on pacemaker infections between January, 1974 and December, 1983.

In their series, 24% of the infections occurred after generator replacement.

These studies have important implications. The risk of infection increases

with each reoperation. Current treatment for pacemaker infections is

removal of the pacing system and antibiotic therapy.

Fifth, pacemaker implantation is a costly procedure which may present

a financial burden. Phibbs & Marriott (1985) demonstrated that major

insurance companies were reluctant to accept patients with pacemakers as

individual applicants for health coverage. Some insurance carriers would

accept them as part of a large group when the risk was diluted. Most of the

patients in their study were covered by Medicare. However, as more patients

are undergoing pacemaker implantations and at a younger age, this can be a

potential problem if they are not covered by any group plan. The current cost

of the pacemaker and the implantation is approximately $10,000 for a dual

chamber pacemaker and $7,000 for a single chamber pacemaker. The patient

is hospitalized overnight for generator replacement. The total cost for each

patient can be as high as $11,000 per replacement. Assuming that the

pacemaker has a battery life of six years, a 55 year old man with a life
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expectancy of 80 years will need four generator replacements during his life

time. Even a 10% saving in battery life will decrease the number of

replacement to three and save up to $11,000.
Conclusion

Battery current drain at 100% voltage safety margin should be the

parameter to use to determine the optimal pulse width for output

programming. It takes into consideration both the pacing pulse, the sensing

circuits and the "housekeeping" current drain. It also takes into account

fluctuations in stimulation thresholds by allowing a safety margin. The ideal

way to determine the most optimal pulse width setting is still by the strength

duration curve. This involves multiple threshold measurements to plot the

complete curve. In some circumstances, time constraint may be a factor. This

study provides a simplified approach for those situations. It shows that the

most optimal pulse width for the majority of the patient is 0.4 msec. For

patients with voltage threshold between 1.0 and 2.0 volts at 0.4 msec, the

optimal pulse width is 0.8 msec. Initial threshold measurement can be done

at 0.4 msec. If the threshold is between 1.0 and 2.0 volts, the measurement is

then repeated at 0.8 msec.
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